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VIII International Symposium SRUK/CERU
Dear colleagues and friends,
On behalf of the SRUK/CERU team, it is our great pleasure to welcome you to the VIII International
Symposium of the Society of Spanish Researchers in the United Kingdom (SRUK/CERU) that this year goes
virtual for the first time in our history.
Our society is run for and by researchers who voluntarily devote their time to carry out all our initiatives. The
International Symposium, which is our most important annual event, would not be possible without the
outstanding effort made by the organising committee that, aware of the lack of face-to-face events and the
tiredness of screens, has put together a fantastic and engaging programme. With the quote of A. C. Clarke
"Any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic" as a theme, we aim to reflect how
science has evolved in a way that was very difficult to imagine in a not so distant past. The programme includes
well-known international and Spanish researchers and covers a variety of topics where research plays a key
role, such as the perception of illusions, the chemistry of food or the challenges that faces our Planet Earth.
This edition also brings back the acclaimed session where our very own SRUK/CERU members have the
chance to present their work, a session that will be opened by our Merit Award, Esther Rodríguez Villegas, as
keynote speaker. All the sessions will be highly interactive with debates and roundtables, and we encourage
you to make this event as participative as possible.
The Symposium also counts with a series of professional development workshops on research communication
offered by internationally recognised professionals that we hope you will find interesting. As in previous
editions, we will be holding our scientific festival Science Zone, which for the first time will also include
activities organised by the winners of the literary contest Science-me a Story, to promote science among our
younger minds. We will have time for social and networking virtual activities as well, as each of us will have
our avatar to interact online as if we were there in person but in our personalised virtual space!
As in previous editions, the Symposium will serve as a focal point to our community, enabling members from
all over the U.K. to meet and network while discussing recent research findings and relevant societal issues.
In a year where we have faced all sort of challenges, this Symposium will represent a break and a way to
disconnect from our strange new routine and see familiar faces again while learning and exploring new
research and professional avenues. Just sit, relax and #ShareYourMagic!
This programme of activities would not have been possible without the impressive work of the volunteers of
our Symposium Organising Committee, who have worked tirelessly for two years now facing the uncertainty
of face-to-face events in 2020 and adapting their work towards bringing their vision for an exciting and
engaging Symposium into virtual reality on this 2021. SRUK/CERU is incredibly grateful for all your patience
and work. We additionally want to thank the current and past board of directors for their help and guidance,
especially Dr Rocío Gaudioso Pedraza, Dr J. Javier Burgos Mármol and Miguel Cacho Soblechero, and the
members of the Design and Instagram committees, chaired by Dr Cristina Gallego and Elisabet Batlle.
We are also thankful for the support of our sponsors and collaborators for making this event possible: the
Ramón Areces Foundation, the Office for Cultural and Scientific Affairs of the Spanish Embassy in London
and the Lilly Foundation.
Last but not least, thank you all very much for joining us this weekend from all over the UK, Spain or any
other country. We hope you all enjoy the Symposium and have an exciting weekend of research and virtual
networking. Hopefully, we will see each other in person soon!

Carmen Sánchez Cañizares
President of SRUK/CERU

Javier Pardo Díaz
Chair of the VII International Symposium SRUK/CERU
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The Organising Committee:
Javier Pardo (symposium chair)
@JavierPardoDiaz
Marta Acebrón
@MartaAcebron
Sandra Álvarez
@sabifo4
Virgínia Casablancas
@VCasabancasA
Sergio Cerezo
@Sergio_CerezoM
Cristina Delgado
linkedin.com/in/cristina-delgado-676bb314
Irene Echevarría
@irenetxeberria
Marta Pina
@_martapina_
Mercedes Regadío
@mregadio
Helena Rodriguez
@HelenaRodriCaro

Former members
Olivia Afonso
Fidel Alfaro
Carlos Fresneda
José Pedro Manzano
Alba Rodríguez
Teresa Vilanova
Larissa Zarate
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In collaboration with:
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PROGRAMME
SATURDAY, 19TH JUNE:
9:00h Welcome speeches
Carmen Sánchez Cañizares, President SRUK/CERU
Miguel Oliveros, Minister Counsellor for Cultural & Scientific Affairs
Embassy of Spain in the United Kingdom
Raimundo Hernandez, Director of Ramon Areces Foundation
Javier Pardo Díaz, Chair of the VIII International Symposium SRUK/CERU
9:30h Magic perception and its role in history - Keynote Oral Presentations
Susana Martínez-Conde, State University of New York, Downstate Medical Center
Chris Gosden, School of Archaeology, University of Oxford
11:00h Coffee break
11:30h Magic in the kitchen! - Keynote Oral Presentation and Discussion
Félix Goñi Urcelay, University of the Basque Country
13:00h Lunch break
14:00h Coffee break and poster session
15:00h Round table – Staring into the crystal ball: understanding the past to predict the future
Pablo Muñoz Rodríguez (moderator), Post-doctoral Researcher at University of Oxford
Inma Oliveras, Lecturer and Deputy Leader of the Ecosystems Program at the
Environmental Change Institute (ECI), University of Oxford
Daniel DeMiguel, Senior Researcher – ARAID; Department of Earth Sciences, University
of Zaragoza.
Paula Solascasas, PhD student, Autonomous University of Madrid
16:30h Scienze Zone – Outreach Activities
18:30h Networking and social activities
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SUNDAY, 20TH JUNE:
9:30h Keynote presentation - Esther Rodríguez Villegas (SRUK/CERU Merit Award 2020)
10:25h Joust of Minstrels – SRUK members presentations
11:00h Coffee break
11:30h Engaging with muggles - Workshops on science communication
Collaboration Journey Academics-Industry - Jara Pascual - Founder & CEO Collabwith
Communicating with Policymakers - Leonor Sierra – Board member "Ciencia en el
Parlamento" (Spain)
Science Communication for Children - Sara Marques - Training Manager at the Native
Scientist
Youtube and Science: from Paper to Challenge - Guillermo Pérez – Science communicator
(in Spanish)
How to Beat Digital Distraction and Writing for Productivity - Andrew Tattersal - Information
Specialist, The School of Health and Related Research (ScHARR)
Making Science Become New - Adeline Marcos - Science journalist at the Spanish Scientific
News Agency (SINC)
Lasting Impression – Jamie Gallagher – Award-winning Freelance Communicator and
Engagement Professional
How to Shape Science for Social Networks - Daniel Pellicer – Award-winning Freelance
Communicator and Engagement Professional (in Spanish)
13:30h Closing ceremony
15:30h Annual General Meeting SRUK/CERU (members only)

Useful links:
You can find more information about SRUK/CERU and the VIII International Symposium in:
https://sruk.org.uk/es/
https://sruk2021.com/
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STAY CONNECTED

Use your Social Networks during the Symposium to stay connected with the rest of the attendees and
interact with them. Take a look at some of the different ways you have to participate and connect with
other participants.

-

Are you attending the Symposium from the U.K. or Spain? Or even from any other part of the
world? Let us know where you are by using the hashtag #MagicFrom and including your
location.

-

Recommend scientific books to your colleagues using the hashtag #BookRecommendation.
Include the Book's title, a picture if you want, and tell us what we will find in the Book in just
a few words.

-

Spending the day in front of a screen can be exhausting. We encourage you to go to the park
for lunch and take some fresh air during the lunch break, but do not forget to show us this
relaxing moment by posting a photo with the hashtag #BreakOutside.

-

We will do Magic in the kitchen! in session 2. Post a picture of the dish you cook following
the session and add the hashtag #ICookWithSRUK, we want to see those fantastic dishes
make through magic!

-

The Symposium is a great opportunity to see what our colleagues are researching. Tell us
what you have learnt with the hashtag #ILearnMagic.

Do not forget to add the Symposium official #ShareYourMagic and #SRUK2021 hashtags and tag
@ComunidadCeru to track your participation!

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

We hope you like our choice of platform for the Symposium: Gather Town!

Please find below links to help familiarise yourself with Gather Town. We invite you to have a look
and have some fun while discovering how to use it.

https://gather.town (try out the office demo and/or try out walkthrough)
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Gather Town Overview
How to attend the online Symposium in Gather Town
1. You should have received an email with an invitation. If you did not get such email, please get in
contact with symposium@sruk.org.uk.
2. Click here to join the space.
3. Enter the password indicated in the invitation email.
4. Now it is time for you to personalise your avatar. Enter your name and choose your appearance
and clothing. Take your time and find your style
.
5. Once saved, click Join the Gathering
6. Tachán! Welcome to The VIII International Symposium SRUK/CERU. If it is your first time in
Gather Town, you will go through a short tutorial (it should not take more than 2 minutes).

How to use Gather Town?
1. The Entrance Hall (bottom)
Once you enter the space, you will arrive at the entrance hall. We have designed it to be a training
area. Move around and interact with the objects and spaces!
-Use arrows to move.
-When you approach an interactive object, press "x" to interact. Press "x" to stop interacting, or
close the window by clicking on the cross (top right).
-If you want to talk to someone, get close to them. This will activate their audio and video; if they
are boring, you'll just need to move away! Easy!
-If you see a table with chairs, it might be a private space – only those inside the highlighted area
will be able to talk and see each other.
Also, at this point we want to highlight that we are very keen to hear your opinions on everything,
please interact with the Board objects and leave us a note on our shared online mural – it is
accessible from every room. Don't forget to vote on your favourite decorations, and to find all the
secret passages and the magic that is going on throughout the weekend!
2. The Quad (centre)
Having learned the basics, please proceed to the Quad (just follow the arrows). The quad
communicates with all the other rooms you will want to visit. We hope you enjoy going for a walk
outdoors
3. The Common Room (top left)
As everyone knows, the coffee room/bar is the most important space in any conference!
Feel free to take a seat in any of the private spaces, we have something for everyone: a bar, tables to
play games, fireplaces, and even a secret trap door for an extraordinary networking event (Saturday
from 6 pm – be ready!).
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4. The Keynote Room (right)
When it is time for a Keynote session, please proceed promptly to the Keynote Room, on the right
of the Quad.
-Once inside, please take a seat – start from the front to avoid traffic jams: this is the only occasion
when that won't have any unintended social consequences, take advantage of it
-When you find a seat, you will have the option to interact with an object, press "x" and click the link
to join Zoom
-Once the Zoom session is over, click "Re-enter" and you'll find yourself back where you were.
-Don't forget to give your thoughts on the talks by using the mural!
For these sessions, you can, alternatively, use the Zoom link provided in the email but being all in the
same room makes it more fun!
5.The Poster Room (top right)
-Please check the posters at any time by visiting the Poster Booth room and give any feedback or
questions to the presenter by using the interactive Book on the left.
-Watch the short poster video by interacting with the screen on the right.
-Check the poster by interacting with the poster board.
At 3 pm on Saturday, please proceed to the Poster room and enter the poster private space of your
choice to interact with the presenters.
6. The Science Zone (top left) (Saturday 4.30 pm)
-Please proceed to the Science Zone and enter the private space of your choice. Each activity will
have their own private space.
-Make sure to tell us what you thought on the mural!
7.The Workshop Rooms (left) (Sunday 11.30 am)
-Please proceed to the workshop room you have registered for (you will receive an email with this
information). These rooms have different private spaces that you might use during the workshop.

SOS!!!!!
No worries if things get messy, we are here to help
. At any point:
-message HELPER – Virginia Casablancas or HELPER – Helena Rodriguez using the chat
function on the bottom left of the screen and we will assist. You can also email
symposium@sruk.org.uk.
Alternatively:
-If you get lost, check the Marauder's map (bottom middle)
-If you are still lost, you can re-enter the space by clicking the configuration wheel, then scroll to
the bottom and click "re-spawn"
-If your camera or microphone are not working, click the configuration wheel and check.
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Other Features
- You can chat with the other attendees using the chat feature on the left of your screen. You can
message any participant, all the participants "nearby" (those that can hear you and see you), or all the
participants in the Symposium. Please note that the chat messages do not disappear.
- If you want to chat with someone, you can select them using the participants' menu and click
"Follow". This feature will "walk" you to the chosen person (you will keep following them until you
select "stop following".
- You can share your screen by clicking the button in the middle of the panel at the bottom of your
screen. All the people nearby (or in the same private space) will be able to see your screen.
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Science Zone - Saturday 16:30

The Science Zone is back as part of the VIII International Symposium SRUK/CERU. It will be held
on the 19th of June from 4:30 pm on GatherTown. Come and enjoy the outreach activities that our
members and friends have prepared!
During the festival, activities will be scored by the attendees. The best activity will be awarded at the
Symposium Closing Ceremony.

Who are you? A marine animal!
Organiser: Loreto Gestoso
The participants will learn what a dichotomous key is and how marine taxonomist use this tool to
identify animals. They will learn through a simple experience how to use a dichotomous key, and
they will identify some benthic species. They will also learn about the new tools in taxonomy, the
molecular tools.

Mice in a handbag: the quiz on women in science
Organiser: SRUK Scotland
For centuries, the role of women in science has been undermined and sentenced to oblivion. Our aim
with this activity is to celebrate brilliant female scientists while having a good time doing an
interactive quiz online. With our activity, we will challenge the audience with questions related to the
role of women in science using a collaborative virtual interface in which participation of the public
will be key. Our activity will not only comprise questions about female scientists in history, but we
will engage audiences with the role of these scientists in literature, cinema or pop culture. Our activity
will be divided into different rounds of questions which the audience will be able to join at will - only
for individual rounds, or longer if they enjoy it. With their participation, participants will receive a
score. At the end of the Symposium, the three participants with the highest scores will receive a small
award related to the role of women in science.
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Storytelling
Organiser: Science-me a Story
Some of the winners of the SRUK writing competition Science-me a Story will participate in the
Symposium by reading their stories to the attendees. You will not want to miss this one out! The
timing for the different stories is as it follows:

16:30-17:00 Copep-mar y el globo verde by Laura Ibáñez Tejero
17:00-17:30 I Wonder… by Olivia Brinkley-Green
17:30-18:00 Normal Jenny by Ant Lewis (pre-recorded)
18:00-18:30 María y el códice perdido by Esther Martí Sentañes
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Networking Activities – Saturday 18:30
Let's meet each other!
We have organised a series of networking activities so that you can get to know the other
symposium attendees better. They will be happening on Saturday afternoon so just sit down, take
your laptop, grab a drink, and engage with us!
Virtual Science Speed Dating
Finding new research partners can be a challenge for scientists. Still, it is important: Meeting scientists
from other disciplines can spark a new research idea or open the door to a solution to a seemingly
impossible problem. To promote new collaborations among researchers across SRUK we are looking
to organise our first "virtual scientific speed dating" event to bring together researchers attending the
VIII International SRUK Symposium.
The virtual scientific speed dating format will consist of two groups of people virtually sitting on
opposite sides of a room. Pairs will have the opportunity to chat for a few minutes until a bell rings,
indicating that it's time to move on and start a new conversation. This process will continue until
everyone in one group A has met everyone in group B.
The goal: finding the Right Match
When meeting someone with whom you discover no common interest, we encourage you to refer the
person to a colleague who might have a common interest.
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Find Your House Table
Each of the four Hogwarts Houses has its strengths and weaknesses. So which house do you think
they belong to?
During the Symposium, the Common Room in GatherTown will have spaces to discuss different
topics of conversation. Take a walk around our "Hogwarts houses" room, join any space and speak
with the people there. This space will be open during all the symposium, but we expect to have the
highest activity on Saturday evening.
The goal is to have casual conversations about different science topics and to meet people with
similar interests and aspirations. The topics for the discussion groups are the following:
- Women in Research
- Bioinformatics
- Entrepreneurship
- Structural Biology
- Environmentalism
- Arts and Humanities
- Science Policy
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KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
ROUND TABLE PANELLISTS
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Prof. Susana Martínez -Conde

Saturday 9:30h

Director, Laboratory of Integrative Neuroscience; Scholar, Empire Innovator Program;
Professor of Ophthalmology and Physiology/Pharmacology, State University of New York,
Downstate Medical Center
smc.neuralcorrelate.com
Our research focuses on understanding the neural bases of our visual
experience. How can the electrical activity of a neuron, or a neuronal
population, convey the colour or brightness of an object? How can
we determine the signal from the noise in a train of electrical
impulses within a neuron? What type of neural code do neurons use
to communicate information to each other? How are neural impulses
grouped to represent the different features of a visual scene? To
address these questions we use a combination of techniques,
including fMRI, electrophysiological recordings from single
neurons, psychophysical measurements, and computational models of visual function.
Susana Martinez-Conde co-authored the International Bestseller (Sleight of Minds) that explains
how illusions and magic work in your brain! The Spanish translation “Los engaños de la mente” won
the Prize “Premio Prismas Casa de las Ciencias.

Abstract "Sleights of Mind: What the Neuroscience of Magic Reveals About our Brains"

All our life, every object we see, every person we know and every incident we experience, are derived
from brain processes, and not necessarily the result of an event in the real world. The same neural
machinery that interprets the sensory inputs also creates our thoughts, imaginations and dreams; thus
the world we experience and the world we imagine have the same physical bases in the brain. Just
as physicists study the most minute subatomic particles and the largest galactic conglomerates to
understand the universe, neuroscientists must examine the cerebral processes underlying perception
to understand our experience of the universe. Visual illusions are one of our most important tools to
understand how the brain builds our experience of reality. Likewise, the principles developed by
magicians and illusionists throughout history can be very useful to manipulate attention and
awareness in the laboratory. Here I will discuss how the visual and cognitive illusions developed by
artists and magicians can be applied to the study of the neural bases of consciousness and perception.
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Prof Chris Gosden

Saturday 9:30h

School of Archaeology, University of Oxford
Chris Gosden undertook his doctorate on the Iron Age of Central Europe,
before moving to Australia. He held a postdoc at the Australian National
University and then took his first lecturing job at La Trobe University,
Melbourne.
Since 1994, he's been in Oxford, first as a curator-lecturer at the Pitt Rivers
Museum and then as Professor of European Archaeology. Gosden has
carried out archaeological fieldwork in Papua New Guinea, Borneo,
Turkmenistan and Britain, among other places. He's currently setting up a
fieldwork project in Siberia. While at the Pitt Rivers Museum, Oxford, he
worked on the history of collections and their relevance to post-colonial
relations and identity, including two large projects - Relational Museum Project and a follow-up
project on the English collections of the Pitt Rivers Museum called The Other Within.
More recently he's run research projects on the history of the English landscape from the Bronze Age
to the Domesday Book in the early Middle ages and on Celtic art both in Britain and in Europe
including Eurasian links. He's recently finished writing a book on the long-term history of magic.
Gosden is a fellow of a number of learned societies, including the British Academy.
Abstract "Magic and Science – an argument for magic"
Magic is often seen to be opposed to science and indeed reason, being the realm of the irrational. Max
Weber felt that modern societies underwent a process of disenchantment as they embraced reason
and science, losing magic in the process. Such a view of progress is inherently Eurocentric, seeing
then current cultural and intellectual trends in Europe towards the inherent superiority of science, as
an inevitable movement of world history. However, a choice between magic and science (and indeed
religion) is not necessary. I would argue that any strand of thought or practice that has lasted for a
long time must have an important role to play, so the issue is not to choose between magic or science,
but to think what the human importance of each might be. I define magic as human participation in
the universe, where there is an openness and interchange between the universe and human beings.
Emphasising participation allows people to think that the planets, sun and moon might influence their
actions or destinies, to wonder about the influence of the dead on the living or whether it is possible
to purify the universe by turning lead into gold. Science, by contrast, encourages us to distance ourself
from the universe to appreciate it as a series of more abstract forces, masses and processes of life.
Such abstraction allows us to manipulate the world to perceived human benefit, but perhaps at the
loss of a sense of oneness, wonder and care. I will present these arguments in the abstract, but also
provide a number of examples. I will end by arguing that if magic encourages a feeling of kinship
with the world and therefore a notion of care, perhaps we should encourage more magical sensibilities
at a time of unprecedented ecological disaster leading to global warming and other effects.
18
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Prof. Félix M. Goñi

Saturday 11:30h

Professor of Biochemistry at the University of the Basque Country
Félix M. Goñi (San Sebastián, Spain, 1951) earned his M.D. in
Navarra (1975) and became interested in Biophysics during summer
courses at the Gulbekian Foundation (Oeiras, Portugal) under N. van
Uden. His post-doctoral work under D. Chapman (Royal Free
Hospital, London) involved studies of lipid-protein interactions in
membranes. From 1984 he has been a full Professor of Biochemistry
at the University of the Basque Country (Bilbao, Spain). His research
deals with molecular interactions in membranes, with particular
attention to lipids and detergents. He has published over 300 research
papers, that have been cited more than 14,000 times. In 1999 he founded the Unidad de Biofísica, a
joint centre of the University of the Basque Country and the Spanish National Research Council
(CSIC), and he was Head of this institute from 2002 to 2015. He has chaired the Publications
Committee of FEBS (2006-2011) and the International Relations Committee of the U.S. Biophysical
Society (2011-2016). He was President of the Spanish Biophysical Society (1992-1998), and of the
Spanish Biochemical Society (2017-2020). In 2019/20 he was Parkin Visiting Professor at the
University of Bath. In 2013 he was awarded the Avanti-EBSA Lipid Award, and in 2021 he received
a Humboldt Research Award.

Abstract "Magic in the Kitchen"
This talk originates from the reflections of a practicing biophysicist, that is, the speaker, while
cooking at home, either everyday or at festive dinners. Both the activities, biophysics and cooking,
were independently learned and incorporated into the speaker's life at different stages. Yet at some
point, the biophysical reasoning permeated into the cooking of recipes. The
biophysical interpretation of cooking has evolved to include other main subjects, such as the survival
of vitalism in the mirage of 'natural food', the formalisation of cooking as a pre digestion and the
democratisation of good food through food technology. Is there a "magic of cooking"? Well, there
might be …
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Round table

Saturday 15:00h

Staring into the crystal ball: understanding the past to predict the future
This round table seeks to understand better how ecosystems have fluctuated over time. Our panellists
will go over the history of the Earth, from the past, stopping in the present, and taking a look to the
future to explain how our planet is constantly changing in ecological terms. Dr Daniel DeMiguel will
start talking about several important events of climate change during the Neogene and how we use
the fossil record to infer these variations and reconstruct the palaeoenvironments of the past. Next,
Dr Imma Oliveras will explain how we track the influence of the ecological perturbations in the
present ecosystems and how we can attribute them to climate change. She will show some case studies
on the Mediterranean area and the tropical environments. Finally, Paula Solascasas will demonstrate
how monitoring and managing the natural ecosystems can help us maintain the existing biodiversity
in the future, especially in areas with a strong human activity. As an example, she will show us the
work of the Life Cañadas Project, particularly the work they are developing on the drove roads'
network of Madrid. At the end of the talks, there will be some time for discussion and Q&A.

Pablo Muñoz Rodríguez (Moderator)
Post-doctoral Researcher at University of Oxford
@pablomurod
Pablo is a biologist currently working as a post-doctoral
researcher at the Department of Plant Sciences, University of
Oxford. His research focuses on the systematics of the tropical
plant genus Ipomoea, commonly known as the morning glories,
and on the origin and evolution of its most famous member: the
sweet potato. He participates in various other studies of tropical
plant taxonomy, biodiversity conservation and biodiversity data
management. He is an active member of several academic
societies, former director of SRUK's Oxford constituency and
president-elect of The Systematics Association. In 2020, the Consortium of European Taxonomic
Facilities awarded Pablo the first E-SCoRe award for excellence in research based on natural science
collections.
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Imma Oliveras
Lecturer and Deputy Leader of the Ecosystems Program at the Environmental Change Institute
(ECI), University of Oxford
http://www.immaoliveras.org
Imma leads a research group in disturbance ecology and global
change. She received her PhD at the Institute of Environmental
Science and Technology of the Autonomous University of
Barcelona, and worked as a post-doctoral researcher in Brazil, U.K.
and Netherlands and was recipient of prestigious fellowships such as
Beatriu de Pinos and Marie Curie. This experience took her to spend
many years doing fieldwork in a myriad of tropical environments and
fostered her passion for biodiversity conservation. Imma is an
ecosystem ecologist with broad research interests on the
vulnerability and resilience of ecosystems to global change. Her research focuses primarily on
deciphering how extreme droughts and wildfires impact ecosystem diversity and functioning, and
how ecosystems recover from these disturbances. She uses a variety of multi-level approaches for her
research, such as plant physiology and remote-sensing. She is Junior Research Fellow at Oriel
College, and Adjunct Professor at the Universidade Estadual do Estado de Mato Grosso (Brazil). She
is Board member of the Spanish Association for Terrestrial Ecology, and the Association for Tropical
Ecology and Conservation.
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Daniel DeMiguel
Senior Researcher – ARAID; Department of Earth Sciences, University of Zaragoza.
http://araid.es/
Daniel (Degree in Geology and Ph.D in Palaeontology) is a senior
researcher of the Aragonese Foundation for Research and Development
(ARAID), associate professor at the Department of Earth Science of
University of Zaragoza (Zaragoza, Spain), and associate researcher of
the Institut Català de Paleontologia Miquel Crusafont ICP (Barcelona,
Spain). He develops his work on several fields of Vertebrate
Palaeontology, encompassing a variety of problems related to the
palaeobiological and climatic evolution of the Neogene and Quaternary.
His main work relies on key evidences from the rock record and the use
of different proxies (tooth wear, isotopes, ecometrics, etc) for the reconstruction of diet in fossil
primates and large herbivorous mammals. His research seeks to provide an accurate reconstruction
of past climate and environments to enable better predictions of near-future global warming. Other
research interests rely on the systematics and taxonomy of the Ruminantia, and their key innovations
through time. More recently, his research activity also focuses on ethical and social implications
linked with the palaeontological heritage and geoconservation principles, hereby contributing to the
geoethical thinking and the promotion of awareness raising that may guide the development of future
research and practices in Palaeontology.
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Paula Solascasas Cazorla
Paula Solascasas is a doctoral student at the Social-Ecological
Systems Laboratory (SES-Lab) and at the Terrestrial Ecology
Group (TEG) of the Autonomous University of Madrid (UAM).
Her research, framed within the LIFE CAÑADAS project,
focuses on the evaluation of the conservation status of the drove
roads' network of Madrid as well as the monitoring of the
ecological restoration actions, through the use of edaphic and
biodiversity indicators. She graduated from the UAM in 2016
with a BSc degree in Environmental Sciences, and she finished in
2018 a MSc degree in Ecosystems Restoration from the
University of Alcalá de Henares (UAH).
LIFE CAÑADAS Project
The general goal of LIFE CAÑADAS is to enhance the role of the Spanish network of drove roads
as Green Infrastructure that provides connectivity between Natura 2000 sites, by means of improving
their conservation status and their associated ecosystem services, restoring their multi-functionality
and assuring their adequate and sustainable management. This general objective will be addressed at
two spatial scales. At the larger, national scale, we will focus on the "Cañada Real Conquense" a
75m-wide corridor that stretches along up to 530 km from the Sierra Morena (Jaén), to the Montes
Universales (Teruel and Cuenca). At the regional scale we will focus on the network of the
Autonomous Community of Madrid, which comprise 4,200km of D.R.s. The partnership of the
project is composed by Universidad Autónoma de Madrid (UAM), acting as Coordinating
Beneficiary, and four Associated Beneficiaries: the General Administration of Agriculture and
Livestock of Madrid Autonomous Community, the General Administration of Forests and Natural
Areas of Castilla La Mancha Autonomous Community, the environmental NGO "SEO-BirdLife",
and "Campo Adentro" Association.
https://www.lifecanadas.es/.
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Prof. Esther Rodríguez-Villegas (winner of SRUK/CERU Merit Award)

Sunday 9:30h

Prof. Rodriguez Villegas started her career studying
Physics at the University of Seville, in the area of
electronics, graduating first of her promotion. She
completed her PhD at the same university in 2002.
After finishing her PhD, Prof. Rodriguez Villegas
joined Imperial College London, where she has
developed over the years an exciting career in the
Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering.
Her area of expertise, low power electronics, has
driven her interests towards the development of
wearable sensors for physiological monitoring and
low-power integrated circuits with a focus on
healthcare applications. Over the years, she has balanced a prolific career as an academic, with intense
activity in the area of innovation and technology transfer, backed up by multiple awards. Examples
include two European Research Council Grants, Starting and Consolidator, an Innovation Award
from the Institution of Engineering and Technology (IET), an XPRIZE and, in 2020, the Silver Medal
from the Royal Academy of Engineering, becoming an elected member of the Academy (FREng) in
that same year. In addition to her academic career, Prof. Rodriguez Villegas has also had an intense
activity in the industry. In 2016, she founded Acurable, a start-up that markets advanced wearable
devices to accurately diagnose and monitor respiratory conditions. Among other things, Acurable has
been named one of the 100 Most Disruptive Companies in the World (Disrupt100).
With this recognition, Prof. Rodriguez Villegas has also been awarded an honorary membership of
the society and she will become a distinguished adviser for SRUK/CERU. The president of
SRUK/CERU, Dr Carmen Sánchez-Cañizares, highlights that "Prof. Rodriguez Villegas is a prime
example of a world-leading Spanish researcher working in the U.K. Her professional career represents
a reference and role model for our members. As representatives of the community of Spanish
researchers in the United Kingdom, SRUK/CERU is proud to recognise her outstanding career with
our Merit Award".
In the words of Prof. Rodriguez Villegas "It is an honour to receive this unexpected award. It is truly
emotional for me because, regardless of where I live or where I work, this is a Spanish award, and as
such, it has a special meaning for me".
The quest for a wearable device to prevent Sudden Unexpected Death in Epilepsy
"Epilepsy is a neurological condition that affects approximately 1% of the population (or over 50
million people in the world). Europe alone is home to 6 million people who suffer from it, and there
is one new case every minute. Although epilepsy can affect people of all age groups, it is most
commonly prevalent in children, adolescents and elderly people. In certain cases, healthy patients
with epilepsy, can die suddenly and unexpectedly. This is known as Sudden Unexpected Death in
Epilepsy (SUDEP). SUDEP kills thousands of people in Europe every year. But, unfortunately the
mechanisms of it are not known, which makes it unpredictable. This talk will describe how tailormade wearable medical devices could help in SUDEP prevention, focusing on the very significant
multidisciplinary research challenges that need to be overcome to create such devices. The talk will
be framed within the story of an engineering career that, having this target in mind, went from
designing integrated circuit to taking medical devices to market."
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WORKSHOPS
Sunday 12.30 – 14.30

Engaging with Muggles
As researchers, a key part of our job is communicating our results and approaches to different
audiences who, in general, are not very familiar with our field and objectives. For this reason, we
have organised a series of workshops on science communication for the Symposium titled Engaging
with muggles.
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Daniel Pellicer
Award-winning Freelance Communicator and Engagement Professional.
I am Daniel Pellicer, biotechnologist, master in
biomedicine and PhD candidate in physiology at the
University of Valencia. The main topic of my studies is to
create new therapies for rare respiratory diseases. I did my
PhD internship in Oxfordshire at the Medical Research
Council where I could develop a cellular model for Primary
ciliary dyskinesia, the disease I focus my PhD on. I have
been complementing my studies with scientific
communication for the past 4 years, However, it wasn't
until last year when I started to do it professionally, giving
speeches in several universities and associations and also
participating in FameLab 2020, an incredible experience
that consolidated me as a scientific communicator. Apart from that, I normally use social networks
such as Twitter @Dani_Pellicer and YouTube (Divudan) in order to communicate about
biotechnology and rare diseases.

Abstract - How to shape science for social networks
Social networks are no longer a revolution; they are a reality we face on our daily bases. Half of the
global population accesses at least one of them in order to maintain relationships or communicate
their thoughts and feelings. That means users can access more information quicker than ever. There
is a good opportunity for using the tools that the internet provides us with in order to communicate
science. Therefore, the aim of this workshop is to cover some of the techniques that can be used to
make science attractive for the public.
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Guillermo Pérez
Science Communicator.
Guillermo Pérez holds a degree in Biology from the Autonomous
University of Madrid (UAM), with a Master's degree in Science
Communication from the International University of Valencia (UIV).
Currently, he works as a technician of exploitation and dissemination of
scientific results in the Spanish Association Against Cancer (AECC),
carrying out the national dissemination of projects and research
results supported by such institution.
Creator of the youtube channel WillDiv, where he divulges on different
branches of the biology, in various formats. He has directed and taught
courses and seminars on scientific dissemination in different universities,
including "Divulga AECC: del laboratorio a la sociedad" at the Spanish
Association Against Cancer (AECC) and the "Jornadas de divulgación
científica. A new path towards the value of science" at the Autonomous
University of Madrid (UAM).
He is coordinator of calls and content evaluation at the Scenio Association, and is part of the
#CienciaenelParlamento Association working in the communication team and as a member of the
Board of Directors.
He has more than a year of experience as a science communicator in astronomy and experimental
science activities, as a scientific monologist and as a jury member in science outreach competitions.
He has also collaborated in the television programmes “Whaaat!?” (Playz), “La Navaja de Ockham”
(rTVE), “Cuando ya no esté” (Movistar+), “Órbita Laika” (rTVE); in the radio programme “Raíz de
5” (Radio 5) and the podcast “A Ciencia Cierta”; and has been a guest of the programme “Science
Truck” of FECYT Ciencia.
Abstract – Youtube and Science: from Paper to Challenge
In this workshop, Guillermo Pérez will show us the world of youtube from the point of view of a
science communicator. He will showcase his own channel about biology, "WillDiv", which has more
than 150 videos, 56K subscribers, and almost 3M views. What kind of videos does he make and how
does he spread biology around the globe?
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Jara Pascual
Founder & CEO Collabwith
Jara Pascual is an author and entrepreneur centered on Innovation.
She is CEO and founder of Collabwith, an online platform bringing
people together and encouraging collaborations online and offline. As
Board Member of the Forum Knowledge4Innovation her voice is
heard regularly at the European Parliament. She is also the host of the
Innovation Podcast "Business of Collaboration" and Book author of
"Innovation & Collaboration in the Digital Era" from publisher
DeGruyter. Jara is a Telecom Engineer with an MBA and she is
writing about innovation management for different online magazines.
She has worked for 15 years in Innovation Management doing transformational innovation culture
and projects in a number of Fortune 500 Companies and R&D Labs.
Abstract – Collaboration journey academics-industry
Discover your Collaboration Journey, discover your needs and become a high performing super
collaborator using the Collaboration Canvas. Research and Innovative Collaborations are the core of
the motivation and productivity inside an organisation, and the key of the collaboration teams is to
have and create a psychological safety environment. How is it possible to create a psychological
safety environment within new collaboration teams, virtual and remote teams. Our answer is using
Emotional Intelligence Skills and a new methodology to bring clarity to manage expectations,
increase communication and performance.
This webinar is geared towards Academics, researchers and scientifics who are collaborating for
research projects. And entrepreneurs who are building a new start-up, a new team for their new
business and who want to build a strong team and culture.
Content for the webinar
Discover your Collaboration Journey
Discover your needs
Use efficiently the Collaboration Canvas
Become a high performing super collaborator
Q&A session
This webinar is geared towards Academics, researchers and scientifics who are collaborating for
research projects. And entrepreneurs who are building a new start-up, a new team for their new
business and who want to build a strong team and culture.
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Andy Tattersall
Information Specialist at The School of Health and Related
Research (ScHARR) at the University of Sheffield.
Andy writes, teaches and gives talks about digital academia,
technology, scholarly communications, open research, web and
information science, apps, altmetrics and social media. In particular,
their application for research, teaching, learning, knowledge
management and collaboration. Andy's interest in technology
resulted in him also exploring how technology impacts on our
ability to work efficiently and ways to negate it, including using
innovative apps and websites. Andy received a Senate Award from
The University of Sheffield' for his pioneering work on MOOCs in
2013 and is a Senior Fellow of the Higher Education Academy.
Andy was named in Jisc's Top 10 Social Media Superstars for 2017.
He is also a member of the Cilip Multi Media and Information Technology Committee (MmIT) and
a member of the UKSG Events and Education Committee. Andy edited a book on Altmetrics for
Facet Publishing which is aimed at researchers and librarians.

Abstract – How to Beat Digital Distraction and Writing for Productivity
Social Media and the Web are great tools for researchers, but they can be double-edged swords and
lead to procrastination and distraction. The purpose of this workshop is to give participants a set of
skills and tools that can help address any imbalances in how you leverage technology and other
potential distractions as part of your work. In addition the session will look at some of the time
efficiency techniques and technologies to help you be more productive with your day. There will be
an opportunity to discuss what kind of productivity barriers you face as a researcher with suggestions
as to how you overcome them with the aid of new habits, all you need is willpower.
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Leonor Sierra, PhD
Member of the Spanish association Ciencia en el
Parlamento (Science in Parliament)
Dr Leonor Sierra is on the board of the Spanish association
Ciencia en el Parlamento (Science in Parliament), a Spanish
initiative to connect science and policymaking, as their
Research and International Affairs Officer. She has over ten
years of experience working in science communication and
science policy, with a focus on helping scientists get
involved in and have an impact on public debates about
science.
Following her PhD in Physics at the University of
Cambridge, she worked for the U.K. non-profit Sense About
Science communicating about science on a range of issues, running international workshops on
Standing Up for Science for early career researchers and eventually taking on the role of International
Science and Policy Manager, including coordinating the push for the inclusion in the U.K.'s
Ministerial Code of a reference to the Principles for Independent Scientific Advice. Moving to the
USA in 2016, she worked as a press officer for a major research university writing stories about
physics and engineering.
Abstract – Communicating with policymakers
Amid an increase in complex, polarising debates on subjects from climate change to vaccines, food
security, plastic in the oceans and global epidemics, it is becoming more important than ever for
scientists to get involved in public debates about science. Often, this means engaging with
policymakers. This workshop aims to serve as an introduction to that interface: understand the
differences between science policy and science in policymaking; advising the executive vs the
legislative; know why it's important to bring evidence to policy, and understand the mechanisms for
doing so at a local, regional, national and international level; as well as understanding the need to
contextualise research and understand public discussion in a field of research when engaging.
The workshop will also provide ideas of how to gain experience in this area, both for people that want
to remain in academia and those who don't, and give some practical tips for communicating. We will
finish with a practical exercise, working on communicating with different audiences and collectively
address how to best target messages. Attendees are encouraged to think in advance about an aspect
of their research that they would want to convey to policymakers and why.
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Adeline Marcos
Science journalist at the Spanish Scientific News Agency
Adeline Marcos has worked since 2008 as a science journalist
specialising in environment and natural sciences at SINC, where she
has done numerous coverages. She has a degree in Journalism from
the Complutense University of Madrid and a master's degree in
Journalism and Communication of Science, Technology and the
Environment from the Carlos III University of Madrid. During her
career, she has worked as an editor in French, Canadian and Spanish media. She is a contributor to
the program 'A hombros de Gigantes' on the Spanish National Radio (RNE). In 2017 she was awarded
the II Premio Transfiere and in 2010, the World Health Organization's Health and Environment
Journalism Award.
Making science become news
Sources, scientists contact, spreading news and media. This is how a scientific news agency works
on the web: from the scientific paper to the story. The case of www.agenciasinc.es, the first state
public agency specialising in science, technology and innovation information in Spanish with a
Creative Commons 3.0 license.
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Jamie Gallagher
Award-winning Freelance Communicator and Engagement
Professional.
Jamie is an award-winning freelance communicator and
engagement professional with ten years' experience in the
delivery and evaluation of quality engagement projects
around the world. Working across dozens of institutions and
subject areas he has helped researchers improve the reach,
profile and impact of research engagement in almost every academic discipline. Specialising in
evaluation Jamie provides consultancy services to charities and universities helping them to
demonstrate their impact and understand their audiences and stakeholders.
Lasting Impression
Being able to describe what you do and why is an essential skill for any researcher and this workshop
will help you take your communication to the next level. Science Communicator and previous
international 3MT winner Dr Jamie Gallagher will show you how to turn your research into the most
interesting, engaging and memorable presentation possible. Discover the hints and tips that will make
your talk stand out from the crowd and how to banish nerves to give a confident performance.
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Sara Marques (Public Engagement in schools)
Native Scientist Training Manager & Network Development Manager at Imperial College London
I am a biologist by training and a GABBA PhD program alumni. I
am also passionate about equality, diversity and science
communication. With 15 years of experience in science
communication and outreach, Sara has been responsible for
developing, coordinating, delivering, and evaluating a wide
variety of outreach activities. Sara joined Native Scientist 6 years
ago and has been their training manager for the past 3 years
coaching scientists to deliver impactful science outreach projects,
particularly for migrant children.
As a Network Development Manager, I act as the key contact to
help support a series of growing cross-Faculty communities and
particularly the Imperial networks of Excellence. I also manage the
annual review process for the Imperial Centres and Networks as well as the calls and applications for
new ones.
Before joining Imperial's Funding strategy team as a network development manager, I was a research
support coordinator at NHLI. I have also coordinated the Dementia and Parkinson Portfolio
Development Groups at NIHR and had a position as project manager at the Bone Marrow Dynamics
Laboratory at Imperial College, where I also shared the coordination of the Stem Cell and
Regenerative Medicine Network.

Science communication for children
This is a hands-on, minds-on workshop on science communication to improve participants
communication skills and encourage their participation in outreach. This workshop aims to provide
tools and methods for participants to understand and practice key elements of effective science
communication for pupils.
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Joust of Minstrels
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BY
SRUK/CERU MEMBERS
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Posters
Title

Presenting Author

contact

How good are protein structure prediction
methods at predicting folding pathways?

Carlos Outeiral Rubiera

carlos.outeiral@stats.ox.ac.uk

Beauty and the Ceased: The key to Never
Ending Flowering

Pablo González-Suárez

bspg@leeds.ac.uk

Design new drugs piece-by-piece against
multidrug-resistant P. aeruginosa infections

Marta Acebrón García de
Eulate

ma789@cam.ac.uk

Robust gene coexpression networks using
signed distance correlation

Javier Pardo-Díaz

jdiaz@stats.ox.ac.uk

Analysis of wind and dynamic response data
from full-scale tall building in London

Daniel González
Fernández

d.gonzalezfernandez@bristol.ac.uk

SOLVING THE SENSING PUZZLE: A
fully-digital ISFET front-end that fits
Chemical Sensing with Moore's Law

Miguel Cacho Soblechero

miguelcachosoblechero@gmail.com

Finding the best of the best algorithm in
digital mobility

Encarna Micó Amigo

encarna.mico@gmail.com
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Talks
Title

Presenting Author

contact

Symmetry: from traditional patterns to the
atomic structure of solids

Antonio FernandezCaballero

antonio.fernandezcaballero@eng.ox.ac.uk

Finding the best of the best algorithm in
digital mobility

Encarna Micó Amigo

encarna.mico@gmail.com

How good are protein structure prediction
methods at predicting folding pathways?

Carlos Outeiral Rubiera

carlos.outeiral@stats.ox.ac.uk

Beauty and the Ceased: The key to Never
Ending Flowering

Pablo González-Suárez

bspg@leeds.ac.uk

Complexity of extracellular vesicles and
their isolation methods

María Fernández-Rhodes

M.FernandezRhodes@lboro.ac.uk

Shining Light to Fight Cancer

Andres Garcia Sampedro

andres.sampedro.17@ucl.ac.uk

Bioprinting technologies, a new paradigm in
regenerative medicine

Maria Crespo

mari.sylph@gmail.com
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Design New Drugs Piece-by-Piece Against Multidrug-Resistant P. aeruginosa Infections
Marta Acebrón-García-de-Eulate, Chiara Marchetti, So-Yeon Kim, Tom L. Blundell

University of Cambridge
Corresponding author email: ma789@cam.ac.uk
Opportunistic bacterial chronic infections are one of the main causes of death in C.F. patients. Around 60 to
80% of patients are infected by Pseudomonas aeruginosa [1]. Generally, these infections are acquired during
multiple visits to hospitals, therefore the bacteria are often resistant to antibiotics. In view of this fact, our
research group is focused on finding new anti-bacterial agents for newly identified drug targets of P.
aeruginosa. One of the new targets of interest is the UDP-N-acetylenolpyruvoylglucosamine reductase
(MurB), which is essential for cell wall biosynthesis [2]. The wall protects the bacteria and provides osmotic
stability, thus playing a key role in maintaining bacterial viability. Our drug design approach is called
fragment-based drug discovery. This approach consists of identifying small chemical compounds (fragments)
that bind our target, seeing how they bind at an atomic level, and growing them by adding small chemical
groups that provide further interactions and increase affinity in order to design "super-specific" drugs. The
advantages of starting with fragments are that we can study more chemical space using a smaller number of
compounds and find new interactions. Four important molecules derived from fragment-based approaches are
already used in the clinic for cancer treatment: Vemurafenib, Venetoclax, Ribociclib and Erdafitinib, and we
are confident that this success can be transferred to the treatment of multidrug-resistant infections.
For MurB, we performed a screening of 960 fragments from the in house library that gave 28 positive hits and
we obtained the atomic binding of two different chemical fragments with MurB. These fragments bind in the
catalytic pocket, the region of an enzyme where substrate molecules bind and undergo a chemical reaction,
and both fragments can now be chemical elaborated into an inhibitor that blocks MurB, and therefore the cell
wall biosynthesis. At the moment, we are checking analogues of those fragments to see if small chemical
changes create new interactions with the target.

Fragment 1

Fragment 2

X-ray structure of fragment 1 and 2 bound to the active site of Pa MurB. Arpeggio [3] was used to analyse the
interactions. Hydrogen bonds are shown as red dotted lines, π interactions interatomic are indicated in green
lines and water molecules are shown in red. The final 2F0 − Fc map around the ligand is shown in blue at 1σ.

References
[1] Rajan, S. Pulmonary Infections in Patients with Cystic Fibrosis. Semin. Respir. Infect. 2002, 17, 47–56.
[2] El Zoeiby, A.; Beaumont, M.; Dubuc, E.; Sanschagrin, F.; Voyer, N.; Levesque, R. C. Combinatorial Enzymatic
Assay for the Screening of a New Class of Bacterial Cell Wall Inhibitors. Bioorg. Med. Chem. 2003, 11, 1583–1592.
[3] Jubb, H. C.; Higueruelo, A. P.; Ochoa-Montaño, B.; Pitt, W. R.; Ascher, D. B.; Blundell, T. L. Arpeggio: A Web
Server for Calculating and Visualising Interatomic Interactions in Protein Structures. J. Mol. Biol. 2017, 429, 365–371.
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Robust gene coexpression networks using signed distance correlation
Javier Pardo-Díaz, Lyuba V. Bozhilova, Mariano Beguerisse-Díaz, Philip S. Poole, Charlotte M. Deane,
Gesine Reinert

University of Oxford
Corresponding author email: jdiaz@stats.ox.ac.uk

Even within well-studied organisms, many genes lack any useful functional annotations. One way to generate
such functional information is to infer biological relationships between genes/proteins, using a network of gene
coexpression data that includes functional annotations. The lack of trustworthy functional annotation for an
organism can impede the validation of such networks. Hence, there is a need for a principled method to
construct gene coexpression networks that capture biological information, and are structurally stable even in
the absence of functional information.
We introduce the concept of signed distance correlation as a signed measure of dependency between two
variables and apply it to generate gene coexpression networks [1]. Distance correlation offers a more intuitive
approach to network construction than commonly used methods such as Pearson correlation. We propose a
pipeline to generate self-consistent unweighted networks using signed distance correlation purely from gene
expression data, with no additional information. We demonstrate that networks generated with our proposed
method from three different datasets are more stable, and capture more biological information compared to
networks obtained from Pearson or Spearman correlations. We assess the self-consistency of the networks
using the R package COGENT [2].

Pipeline to construct networks from gene expression data using signed distance correlation.

References
[1] Javier Pardo-Diaz, Lyuba V Bozhilova, Mariano Beguerisse-Díaz, Philip S Poole, Charlotte M Deane, Gesine Reinert,
Bioinformatics (2021)
[2] Lyuba V Bozhilova, Javier Pardo-Diaz, Gesine Reinert, Charlotte M Deane, Gesine Reinert, Bioinformatics, (2020)
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Solving the Sensing Puzzle: A fully digital ISFET front-end that fits chemical
sensing into Moore’s Law
Miguel Cacho-Soblechero, Pantelis Georgiou
Centre for Bio-Inspired Technology, Institute of Biomedical Engineering, Imperial College London
Corresponding author email: Miguel.cs@imperial.ac.uk
Recent infectious diseases pandemics such as COVID-19 has unveiled limitations on healthcare
systems across the globe, highlighting the need for distributed diagnosis at the Point-of-Care to
achieve effective spread control. In this poster, I present a novel approach for infectious diseases
detection using microchips, leveraging on an innovative sensing element: Ion-Sensitive Field Effect
Transistors (ISFETs).
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Analysis of full-scale tall building wind and dynamic response data
Daniel Gonzalez-Fernandez 1, John Macdonald 1, Branislav Titurus 1, Alessandro Margnelli 2
1

University of Bristol, 2 AKT II Ltd

Corresponding author email: d.gonzalez-fernandez@bristol.ac.uk

The rapid world's population growth is a continuing challenge regarding urban development in a
context of land scarcity and population pressure. Compact urban solutions involve the construction
of high-rise buildings for residential use in densely populated areas. As buildings become taller or
more slender, they are more sensitive to wind-induced vibrations, leading to a search of more efficient
and sustainable designs.
This case study considered a tall building in London (150 m-high), where long-term full-scale
measurements of wind conditions and the associated accelerations of the structure enabled
understanding and quantification of wind effects previously presented at [1]. The effects of the wind
on the structure have been studied by comparing the wind-induced vibrations obtained from the
accelerometers' readings at the top of the buildings against the corresponding wind data. Trends of
modal parameters, i.e. damping ratio and natural frequency have been identified in a range of wind
conditions from vibrations measured in two orthogonal planes and in the rotational directions. The
damping ratios have been found to increase with an increase in amplitude for all the different modes
considered for both buildings. This dissipation of energy and consequently mitigation of oscillations
illustrated by the increase in the damping ratio with amplitude has a positive effect regarding the
structural behaviour.
The understanding and quantification of the dynamic response of the structure to external forces may
lead to a more efficient design that moves towards a more sustainable design in terms of energy
consumption and the amount and type of materials used.
References
[1] Gonzalez-Fernandez, D., Macdonald, J.H.G., Titurus, B., Margnelli, L., Greco, L., Gkoktsi, K., Leeks, M., Janssen,
J., and Zanchetta, M., Proceedings of the 15th International Conf. on Wind Engineering, Beijing (China), September
(2019), 129-130.
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Not much is known about how ancient people of Egypt, Greece, Rome or even Viking
people realized their visual arts without the mathematical theory of crystallography. It wasnot until
Symmetry: from traditional patterns to the atomic structure of solids
late 19th century that
crystallography became known after the worksby the Russian mathematician
1
Evgraf Fedorov. In modern times, the discovery
of the diffraction
of X-rays or electrons combined
A. Fernandez-Caballero
with the theory1 of crystallography enabled the investigation of the atomic structure of crystals by
Department of Engineering Science, University of Oxford, Parks Road, Oxford, OX1 3PJ
allowing the study of the substance from which the crystals are made and the way in which atoms
Corresponding author email: antonio.fernandez-caballero@eng.ox.ac.uk
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Finding the best of the best algorithm in digital mobility
E. Micó-Amigo1, T. Bonci2, M. Ullrich3, A. Cereatti4, L. Palmerini5,6, L. Reggi5, L. Rochester1,7, A.
Paraschiv-Ionescu8, C. Mazzà2, S. Del Din1
1

Translational and Clinical Research Institute, Newcastle University, UK. 2Dep. of Mechanical Engineering
& INSIGNEO, The University of Sheffield, UK. 3Machine Learning and Data Analytics Lab, FriedrichAlexander-Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg, Germany. 4Dep. of Electronics and Telecommunications,
Politecnico di Torino, Italy. 5Dep. of Electrical, Electronic, and Information Engineering, and Health Sciences
and Technologies, 6Interdep. Centre for Industrial Research, University of Bologna, Italy. 7The Newcastle
upon Tyne NHS Foundation Trust, UK. 8Laboratory of Movement Analysis and Measurement, École
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The way humans walk can reflect mobility symptoms of neurodegenerative disorders. Particularly,
walking analysis with wearable sensors (W.S.) is relevant for the clinical context. This requires the
processing of the sensor signals (e.g., acceleration, angular velocity) by applying algorithms that
permit to obtain valid digital mobility outcomes (DMOs, e.g. step duration). Multiple algorithms have
been proposed, although there is not yet a widely accepted method to select the best, accounting for
the heterogeneity of patient population, measurement protocol, system and environment. We propose
here a methodology to compare and rank algorithms to quantify DMOs in Parkinson's disease and
healthy controls, aiming to select the top performers. Based on WS-datasets within the Mobilise-D
consortium, we ranked twenty algorithms to quantify step duration (S.D.). A method to rank the
algorithms was developed1 and applied to two datasets, recorded in healthy controls (H.C., n=75)
and people with Parkinson's disease (P.D., n=84)
data2,3. The ranking method accounted for different:
gait speed, accuracy of reference system and number of
participants from each dataset, and algorithm
performance based on specific statistical analyses.1 We
combined all information into a single normalised index
ranging between 0 (worse performance) and 1 (best),
assigned to each algorithm for their ranking. The 3 topranked algorithms presented an overall performance
index between 0.88 and 0.89 for H.C., and between 0.61
and 0.62 for P.D. Overall, this study provides a
Algorithm Podium
methodological framework that should be considered
by key stakeholders and researchers to standardise algorithm comparison and selection,
accommodating heterogeneity and diverse statistical analyses.
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Deep learning has achieved unprecedented success in predicting a protein's crystal structure, but
whether this achievement relates to a better modelling of the folding process is an open question. In
this work, we compare the dynamic pathways from six state-of-the-art protein structure prediction
methods to experimental folding data. We find evidence of a weak correlation between simulated
dynamics and formal kinetics; however, many of the structures of the predicted intermediates are
incompatible with available hydrogen-deuterium exchange experiments. These results suggest that
recent advances in protein structure prediction do not provide an enhanced understanding of the
principles underpinning protein folding.
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The classic fairy-tale 'Beauty and the Beast' tells us the story of a handsome prince that has been
cursed by a powerful enchantress. As a result, he is turned into a beast, a spell only to be broken when
he finds true love [1]. In the film adaptation of the story, Beast's curse is tied to a magic rose which
will keep blooming until his 21st birthday. Now, how amazing would that be? If we could only grasp
the power to make plants flower forever, oblivious to the passage of time…
In our lab, we have a more modern and realistic take on this matter. At its simplest, our research tries
to answer the key question 'why do plants stop flowering?' [2]. Our work so far has taught us that the
environment plants are exposed to during their lifetime controls the amount of time they flower for.
By manipulating external conditions like light and temperature, we can make plants flower for longer
and produce greater yield. Much like the one from the story, this 'magic' seems to be rather complex.
A very important gene named FLOWERING LOCUS T (F.T.) seems to be key for plants to translate
environmental information into the decision to stop flowering. Perhaps understanding how this
system works would give us the tools to make our own ever-blooming plants…

Fig. 1: Plants use environmental signals like temperature and light to decide when flowering should end.
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It is obvious that the crosstalk between skeletal muscle and bone can be mediated by the secretion of
key molecules to the bloodstream, but another important mechanism related to cell-to-cell
communication that has arisen in the last decades is the extracellular vesicles (E.V.s) based
communication. Extracellular vesicles (E.V.s) are phospholipid-enclosed nanoparticles with a
complex biochemical composition and heterogeneous cargo (proteins, mRNAs and miRNAs)
comprising apoptotic bodies, microvesicles and exosomes (Colombo et al., 2014) (Figure 1). The
growing interest about the function of these vesicles over the next decades demonstrated their role in
cell and tissue communication.

Fig. 1: E.V.s general description (A) Different types of E.V.s depending on their biogenesis and (B) E.V.s
content

Since 2014, the E.V.s research community have been trying to define minimal experimental
requirements for the definition of E.V.s. In, 2018 the MISEV guidelines where published. Isolation
method, type of culture or fluid used, and physiological or pathological conditions may influence the
content of the E.V.s. Despite that the fact that ultracentrifugation is currently the most widely applied
method for E.V.s isolation, it has low recovery ratio. Precipitation based methods, Size-exclusion
chromatography (SEC), two-face separation and more are methods currently explored as alternatives
for E.V. isolation. Having such a wide range of options to choose complicates the interpretation of
results within different research studies. Results can be different depending on the isolation method,
even working with the same source or conditions. It is still unclear how the isolation method might
affect the E.V.s populations pulled, but it is definitely one of the main subjects to tackle in the
following years, in order to homogenate E.V.s research.
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Cancer is currently the second leading cause of death worldwide, accounting for almost 10 million
deaths per year. Moreover, incidence rates are expected to raise by 62% by 20401. Hence, novel and
minimally invasive therapeutic strategies with enhanced effectivity are greatly urged.
In this light, photodynamic therapy (PDT) emerges as a potent therapeutic modality for the treatment
of non-oncological diseases as well as cancer. This technology uses visible light to allow the selective
destruction of tumour cells in a precise and non-invasive way, sparing toxicity to healthy tissues.
Photosensitive compounds, known as photosensitisers, are administered systemically or locally into
the tumour region and, due to biological cues of the tumour tissue, they get preferentially accumulated
in that area (Fig. 1). Upon illumination with light of a specific wavelength, photosensitisers get
activated and produce reactive oxygen species (ROS) and thus, oxidative stress. The generation of
high levels of ROS is toxic for cancer cells, allowing their destruction in a selective and controlled
manner.
Thus, and as if by magic, three non-toxic components – the photosensitiser, light and oxygen, when
together, can generate a potent lethal response in the target cells. There are several PDT- based
treatments clinically approved for cancer, including oesophageal, head and neck, lung and skin
cancer, and several others are in clinical trials showing promising results. All of this shows the great
potential PDT can offer for cancer treatment.

Fig. 1. Pancreatic cancer cells incubated with a photosensitiser prior to illumination.
1

International Agency for Research on Cancer, GLOBOCAN 2018 accessed via Global Cancer Observatory.
Accessed April 2021.
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The evolution of medical treatments has always been linked to scientific discoveries throughout
history. Traditionally, the use of plants and soils to heal injuries or cure diseases was a common
practice. However, as the knowledge of anatomy and physiology improved, people started to
specialise in medical sciences, and new medical treatments, such as antibiotics, appeared. Although
we are used to our current healthcare system, the history of modern medicine is relatively recent, with
the first organ transplantation in 1954 and the initial studies on stem cells in the earliest 2000s. The
incorporation of new technologies like MRI scanners or 3D printers had allowed the customisation
of treatments, like personalised prosthetics. As the understanding of cellular and biomolecular
mechanisms improves, the recreation of human tissues and organs in the laboratories using 3D
printing systems starts to become a reality. Bioprinting allows the automatic and selective deposition
layer-by-layer of cells and biomolecules, replicating complex cell environments which could not be
produced manually in the laboratories. These printed tissues are reliable and reproducible, and they
had also been proved to enhance tissue regeneration after being transplanted or directly printed on
damaged areas. Although the production of fully functional organs is still not possible, their use at
small scale can help to understand different conditions and evaluate potential treatment. Overall,
bioprinting opens the door to new medical treatments and a better understanding of medical
conditions.
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